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I believe in NYU, I can have a great economics study. I like study economics because I think economics is amazing. It can help people 
achieve largest satisfaction under limited resources. I want to study Economics and Mathematics because I believe that Mathematics 
helps me better understand Economics.

NYU has a strongly competitive economics department in US and in NYU, I can study economics from outstanding economic 
professors in the world. Such experience is very valuable to me. Also, NYU has rich research resources for student studying economics. 
Practical application in the real world is an important part of studying economics. The centers such as C.V. Starr Center for Applied 
Economics and Development Research Institute provide resources for student to study the economics role in the real world. I think 
from these centers, I can learn relationship between economics theory and the real world and deepen my understanding about 
economics knowledge I learn in class. Furthermore, I am very interested in the research opportunities provided for students. I think 
research is important for students studying economics. It can help student have better understanding about economics theories and 
sometimes generate better solutions for economics. The plentiful research opportunities in NYU really match my need and I believe 
such experience is very vital to my economics study.

I hope I can contribute to the study about the gap between the poor and the rich. As a goal-oriented person, I want to do a 
independent research or join the research about people having financial issue. In school, I am doing the research about the shopping 
pattern of people with financial issue. I want to figure out the reasons why many poor people spend more than other people and I 
want to continue my study in NYU, I hope my effort can evoke more people to pay attention to this social problem. It is people’s own 
shopping style reason or it is the outer reasons which force them to spend more money and do not have chance to save money. I hope 
the research can inspire other people to think economics from society perspective.

I like economics and I believe I can have a comprehensive economics study in NYU. Moreover, I hope my idea about my research can 
give other people a new aspect to read economics.
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